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Technical details

País de la Fabricación  Alemania

fabricante Ingo Maurer

diseñador Moritz Waldemeyer & Ingo Maurer

protección IP20

Volumen de suministro Lámpara

entrada de tensión 110 - 240 Volt

material aluminio, metal

ajuste de altura altura determinada

Atenuación integrada Dimmer pulsador

LED incluyendo

Temperatura de color en
grados Kelvin

2.700 extra blanco cálido

El rendimiento del sistema
6 x 0,6 Watt (12 x 128 LEDs) + 2 x
LED 7 Watt

distribución de la luz luz de la habitación

Dimensions B 40 cm | L 114 cm

Descripción

The Ingo Maurer Flying Flames Set 2 has LED candle elements. These are
made of boards whose light is reminiscent of burning candles. LED in the form
of two displays with 128 LEDs each with a total of 0.6 watts are integrated as
light source. The Flying Flames Set 2 contains six of these LED candle elements
in either black, white or red as well as two black or chrome downlights. The
elements and the downlights are fixed with magnets to a canopy measuring
114 x 40 cm. The canopy is approximately 5 cm high.

The elements have a height of 43 cm and a width of 3 cm. Via a touch dimmer
integrated on the board, the elements can be individually dimmed
continuously. The downlights have a height of 12 cm and can be switched and
dimmed via a touch dimmer. A memory function saves the last dimming
setting for the downlight. The cables of the elements are 200 cm long, the
cables of the downlights 250 cm. The cables are height determinable.

The Flying Flames pendant light is also available in other sets as well as on
request as a combinable variant, in which different canopies and a different
number of elements and downlights are offered. The lamp is also available as
a single pendant lamp One New Flame.
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